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Presidents Report
Grant
Well this month didn’t go to plan quite as
well as I thought it might, with very little
progress made on any new models in the
workshop. I did have to make a repair to a
servo gear and replace the mounting
bracket that broke loose holding it in an
aileron in my Yak. But apart from that, not much else got done!
On the flying scene though, it seemed a good month for me to do test
flights of new aircraft and continued flight testing of other peoples
models. I test flew Alan Rowsons Westland Lysander and Focke-Wulf
190 warbirds, both from Seagull Models. Test flights were completed
out at the club strip & both went reasonably well with just a couple of,
shall we call them... teething issues!! (see page 13) I also had the
privilege to test fly, then wring out Sel Melville’s brand new ‘Premier
Aircraft Mamba 70 Extreme Aerobatic Biplane’. With the design
perfected by world champion Quique Somenzini and a 70cc DA twin
engine up front providing stacks of power, this thing is pretty awesome
fun.....I want one, but in the meantime Sel, hand over that TX !!!

The big Mamba gets the thumbs up from Sel
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I also continued test flying Ian Sweeny’s Hawker Hurricane after a
couple of minor modifications. Ian got to feel how she flew via buddy
boxing as Ian flies on mode 2 and I’m on mode 1. With Spektrum Dx9’s
we simply copied Ian’s model program across Tx’s to mine for the test
flights. We then used the wireless buddy system so Ian could have a fly
and afterwards we copied the model program settings back to Ian’s Tx
and now he’s all set to go. Simple!

Ian Sweeney’s Hawker Hurricane
I’ve been test flying Stan Hodsons giant Spitfire for some time now with
the big Kolm 3 cylinder engine in it providing us with some trying
moments. Getting the motor sorted has been a bit of a challenge and
we’re still not quite there yet. We managed to get another couple of
flights in at Matamata during the month in overcast conditions, which is
not fun on a fully camouflaged model. The first flight went reasonably
well with the cowl off, but you guessed it, the second flight with the
cowl on saw me sweating a little and bringing the model dead stick back
on to the strip... not an exercise I delight in doing under pressure!! We
suspect overheating caused the engine to quit, but only more flights will
figure that out!
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Above - Stan Hodson’s
Spitfire…Right - Pilot G Finlay
needing a calming smoke to settle
the nerves
And on to club business...
October’s club night hosted our
annual Buy, Sell and Swap meeting.
I’m not too sure how much gear or
aircraft got horse traded on the night, but I’m sure there were probably a
couple of deals made on the side and some money changed hands.
Hopefully everyone went away happy. We also caught up on a few of
the club happenings which were supplemented with the usual sprinkle of
videos and photo’s from all around and about.
For this month’s club night topic, we will be focusing on Servo’s and
anything and everything about them. This will be an open discussion led
by Gordon with the floor open to everyone to ask questions or supply
and share pearls of wisdom.
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The October themed flying day was based on Vintage and Glider flying.
The day turned out very nice for a change and we had a good turn out of
club members with appropriate models for the occasion. A lunch time
BBQ with Sausages in Bread also went down a treat, a big vote of
thanks to Colleen Tynan for organising all of that for us. For the flying
side of things we ran a short competition with a couple of rounds
consisting of a timed 2 minute flight and spot landing. There were 12
pilots who took part with yours truly taking out the top spot with a
Radian even with the time keeper (Gordon) trying his best put me off the
game...sorry Gordon, but too many years gliding experience for that!!
Ben Moore showed once again that he has some great flying skills in our
club competitions and came in a close second using a Hot-liner whilst
Wynn Robins placed a credible third using a DLG.
Novembers Club themed day has been put off due to changed event
dates arising and now clashing with our club event date. This time of
year gets very busy, so it was agreed best to cancel our club day for this
month. We do have a Float plane day for November which by the time
you read this bulletin will have been and gone, so we at least squeezed in
one event for November. Which leads nicely onto the December Club
Xmas BBQ..!
HMAC Xmas BBQ and Flyin.
This is to be held at the Clubs Reekers Flying field on Sunday 9th Dec.
The field will be open for Fun Flying all day with an “all in combined
Pot Luck lunch and BBQ around mid day”. The Club will provide
meats for the BBQ, bread, soft drinks and a few other items, but please
help with the lunch festivities by bringing a plate of salad, dessert, fruit
or other yummy item to share with us. Gordon has promised fine hot
weather. However just in case he fails, there is a rain date set aside for
the 16th Dec which we will confirm at the very last minute on the day of
the 9th if needed.... as no one relies on the weather forecasts anyway!
(Any postponement notice will be placed on the club website on the day)
Cambridge Club members are also welcome to be part of the days
festivities.
Other events coming up in the next month include a Scale Flyin at
Highbrook in Auckland, the rescheduled Anything Scale Rally weekend
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at Matamata Club, Pylon Racing at JR Airsail MAC and a Scale
competition at Matamata. Keep an eye on the clubs web calendar for the
most up to date notifications.
Just a reminder that with daylight saving well and truly established now,
we have Wednesday evening flying after work for all those keen to get
in a midweek fly. Just like the weekends, it's probably as much about the
social occasion than it is about the flying, but with Sel, Alan, Chris and
myself all keen starters each week, you know it's going to be an
entertaining evening whatever happens. Here's hoping to see you out
there sometime.
So that’s my lot for this month. See you at an event or two and
remember...safe flying is no accident.
Grant

Dennis’s electric Wilga.
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Poles Apart Together!
Bruce Pickering
It all started one day when I went out to the field and spotted this
beautiful silver and blue low wing monoplane that was being flown
under Gordon Meads’ expert control. Immediately I decided that I had to
have one. In response to my enquiry I was told that it was a Polish
trainer. Further research revealed the few facts that seem to be available
and eventually I found that it was called a CSS11.
Why the unusual designation, ‘CSS?’ Well, it was made by a Polish
company called Centralné Studium Samolotów, which is probably not
even pronounced the way it looks. The object of CSS was to design three
basic aircraft types: primary trainers, aerobatic trainers and light
commercial. The model 11 was the prototype of an aerobatic aircraft,
first flown on 16th of October 1948. It was a two seat open cockpit low
wing monoplane, powered by a 160hp Walter Minor 6-III engine. Only
two examples were built: SP-BAH and SP-BAJ.
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Its being Polish intrigued me; during our twelve year residence in
Sydney we got close to an older Polish couple named Krecichwost—
which also doesn’t sound the way it looks—and their warm, affectionate
and lively family. They virtually adopted us into their family. Evenings
spent with them were always very enjoyable; good food and wine and
lots of laughter and talk; loud talk—so much talk that it was a case of
everybody talking and nobody listening! So, fond memories of things
Polish probably enhanced my desire to build the aircraft. If the factory
was anything like this family, it must have been a rowdy, excitable and
interesting place to work! At the very least, the Poles came up with an
attractive, sleek aeroplane.
I managed to find a good 3-view and a few photos, quite a few of BAH
and a couple of BAJ. I had just started on drawing some plans when
Warren made available the drawings that Gordon’s model was built
from. They were produced by A. Dwinski for Model Airplane News
magazine, sometime last century, and had been enlarged to size—84inch
wingspan (2.14m). So the rest was easy, the only real change I made was
to cut foam cores rather than make a built up wing, with minimal weight
increase.
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Fortunately, Warren also loaned me the moulds for the cowl and
undercarriage fairings, so that made it even easier. The nose section was
a bit tricky, being so long and slender it barely fitted the DLE 20 I
installed. In fact, I had to form some flutes to clear the top mounting
brackets. But they look all right; you would think there are engine rocker
covers underneath. I covered it in Koverall—now my favourite covering
material—painted with acrylic lacquer. I was momentarily inspired to
make panel and rivet lines like Gordon’s, but that desire vanished
sometime during the night and never came back. Since Gordon already
had BAH I had to make BAJ.

Bruce’s SP-BAJ alongside Gordon’s SP-BAH
I would like to say that it flew “straight off the board,” but it didn’t.
Embarrassingly, it wouldn’t even get off the ground! I realised the
undercarriage legs were longer than they should have been (during a
senior moment I had transposed 115mm to 150mm). So I figured that
was the problem and promptly shortened them to where they should be,
but it made no difference. I did discover that the left wheel was rubbing
against the leg under load, which had caused the model to veer badly to
the left, and I fixed that. But still, it did not want to lift off. Anyway,
much fiddling with CG, elevator throws and other mysterious things
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eventually resulted in success. The take off run is long and scale-like,
and the DLE 20 is plenty of power.
Finally airborne, it flies great; the controls are smooth and wellcoordinated. Being an aerobatic trainer it is capable of aerobatic
manoeuvres—in more expert hands than mine it would probably
compete with a pattern model. Gordon warned me that the model is
‘slippery’ and landing takes the whole length of the field, especially in
no wind. The more I fly it the more I like it. Once I develop the skill of
Captain Gordon I’m sure it will fly as well as his. By chance recently we
both had them at the field and were able to fly together, in what the
viewing pundits rather scornfully but politely called “very loose
formation.” But...even the Red Arrows had to start somewhere!
__________________________________________________________

Electric Fence Lesson

___________________________________________
December “Christmas” Club Night
Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms
Wednesday 12th December
7.30pm-10pm
Supper: Please bring a plate if possible
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Alan Rowson has his say.
Photos courtesy of Alan

Phil Hall turned up at the last club day in his MG sports car and had the
back of the car filled up with the models he was going to fly.

Phil with his MG full of planes.
The other photos are the test flight of my Lysander and FW190. The test
flight was completed by Grant and the Lysander was flying very well
until a bolt came out of the bracket holding the right stabilizer. I forgot
to put lock tight on the bolt. The landing in the rough grass did not
damage the Lysander at all.
I am now waiting for some new servos for the stabilizer as the ones at
the moment were not powerful enough.
The FW190 had a first flight and flew very nicely but on landing tore out
the electric retracts. This has now been fixed by strengthening it up and
has now had another successful flight with a good landing.
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Alan’s Lysander
takes to the skies…

…. As does his
FW190. What goes
up must of course
come down.
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RC Pylon report, Airsail MAC, 28th
October
Looking at the weather forecast earlier in the week there was a 50/50
chance only to run Sunday’s Pylon race meeting but as the week
progressed we could see a clear area arriving Sunday, so with people
travelling from as far as the Far North and Hawkes Bay we decided to
run. Those staying over started arriving early Saturday afternoon to calm
conditions and overcast skies, so a couple of test flights were undertaken.
By 4 pm the rain started and was bucketing down by 5.30pm, oh well at
least we will get some mouth racing in tomorrow if this keeps up, we
thought.
Sunday early had light showers with clearing skies so with a small entry
list we were under way by 10 am, Sport Q500 went first with 3 entries,
soon to be 2 after Graham suffered an out landing after the first race. We
were through early with only a couple of short showers holding up the
works. A short lunch break had us back out for F3T in near perfect
conditions, in fact short sleeves and jandals would have been perfect.
F3R had 3 entries followed by combined F3D/F5D. Unfortunately I lost
my new F3D Dominator due to dumb thumbs, these upright models need
left rudder on take off as opposed to the normal right rudder and I got it
wrong, maybe I should draw a big left arrow on the inside of my sunnys.
Hopefully I’ve learnt my lesson and will get it right for the World
Champs team trials at the Nationals.
So after Noeline added up the scores the results were declared and a well
earned drink and snacks provided by Sharon were consumed.
RESULTS;
Q500 Sport;
1st Ron Stone
2nd Antony Wright
3rd Graham Duncan

488.1
632
723.8
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F3T;
1st John Sutherland
2nd John Danks
F3R;
1st Ross Craighead
2nd Les King
3rd John Sutherland

284
296.4
289
353
688

With the next event only 3 weeks away on the 18th November there will
be some frantic building in my workshop indeed.
Also like to give a big thanks once again to our friend Clive who always
turns up to give a hand, Noeline & Ross for persevering with the timing
system, Sharon for the fresh scones and goodies at lunch time and
everyone who came to compete regardless of the weather forecast.
Cheers John Danks
Pylon SIG

Gordon with his heavier than real life Hurricane
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Mother duck is back, this time with 8 little ducklings
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WANTED:
I require a muffler for an OS 35 Max-S
Is it possible to put an add in the next bulletin?
Thank you.
Brian Howser 078543634.
If you’re able to help Brian out please give him a call…Ed.
__________________________________________________________

HMAC XMAS BBQ LUNCH
Reekers Flying Field
11:30am Sunday December 9th
All members and partners welcome
Meats and Soft Drinks provided
Help share in this potluck lunch with a plate of salad or dessert or other
yummy item.
If you have a fold up chair, table, spare chilly bin, gazebo for shade or
other useful picnic item, please bring them out with you if possible.
(Rain date: 16th Dec)

Parting Shot:
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Coming Events 2018
November 2018








Highbrook RC Scale fly in
November 11, 2018 9:30 am - @ Highbrook Dr, East Tamaki, Auckland
2013, New Zealand
HMAC Club Night Meeting – Everything about Servos
November 14, 2018 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)
Anything Scale Rally
November 17 and 18, 2018 - @Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road,
Waharoa
RC Pylon Racing Series
November 18, 2018 - @ Airsail Model Aero Club, 299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
New Zealand Warbirds Armistice Day Airshow
November 18, 2018 10:00 am - @ Ardmore Airport, Auckland, 10am-4pm,
$25 entry
Vintage Contest and Rally
November 24 and 25, 2018 9:30am - @Thames Blackfeet field, Torehape
Road East, Ngatea
Glider Aero Tow Event
November 23 -25, 2018 -@Galatea Airfield, Galatea (Rotorua District)

December 2018




RC Scale Competition – Waharoa Airfield
December 1, 2018 9:00 am - @ Matamata-Piako MAC, Jaggers Road,
Waharoa (Matamata)
HMAC Christmas BBQ and Fun fly
December 9, 2018 9:00 am - @ HMAC Reekers Field, 231 Collins Road
Hamilton
HMAC Christmas Club Night Meeting – Awards and Fun Stuff
December 12, 2018 7:30 pm - @ Beerescourt Bowling Club Club Rooms,
68A Maeroa Road (behind the tennis pavilion)

Flight Lines Deadlines 2018
December Bulletin – 30 November 2018

For further up to date event info please visit:
http://www.hamiltonmac.org.nz/
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Official newsletter of the
Hamilton Model Aero Club Inc.
P.O. Box 1333, Hamilton
Website: www.hamiltonmac.org.nz
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